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• Limited retransmissions of packetized voice application files
• Efficient combining and FEC to reduce error-correcting code performance
• Intrinsically network structure constraints for end-to-end latency
• Channel-awareness in the context of heavier-/lighter-traffic scenarios
• New network infrastructure and network co-existence for toward latency
• Service awareness and service management for service-aware, context-aware traffic
• Advanced radio-resource management mechanisms for heavy-duty, context-aware traffic
• New interface and signal processing concepts for lighter traffic
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At the same time, we are moving towards the tactile Internet where wireless communications will be more and more used for applications that require a powerful set of capabilities, such as real-time video processing in

4G. We are convinced that next generation wireless communications will be more and more used for applications that require a powerful set of capabilities, such as real-time video processing in